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THE PLANNING PENTAGON
The writing technique “planning pentagon“ helps you planning the content of your work. It guides
you in thinking about which sub topics need more focussing on. On this basis you can build a first
structure, sort the literature towards the corners of the pentagon, write an exposé, create a working schedule or think about each corner aspect in depth.
When planning the content of your work it can help to ask yourself these five questions:
1. What do I want to know? (Question)
2. How do I want to approach it? (Method)
3. What will I use as guidance? (Theories, term, concepts)
4. What do I work with? (Materials)
5. What am I expecting? (Working hypotheses)
The following model shows how these questions are connected. If one corner of the pentagon is
changed, if will likely influence the other corners.

Question
What do I want to show/ know/ present?
Which aspects of my topic are interesting and why?
Methods

Working hypotheses
What do I presume? What do I
hope to find out?

How do I want to work? Which
methods could I use and why?
THEMA

Material

Theories & terms

What do I want to examine or describe? Primary texts, phenomena,
empirical data…
What will I use to underpin my thesis?

Which theories and terms are
important to my topic and why?

In dependence on:
Grieshammer, Ella, et al. Zukunftsmodell Schreibberatung: Eine Anleitung zur Begleitung von Schreibenden im Studium. Hohengehren: Schneider Verlag, 2016.
Concept: Writing Centre of TU Dresden, 2016.

Further information on our support services, writing advice, workshops, writing marathon, etc. on our website: www.tu-dresden.de/deinstudienerfolg/szd
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2. How do I want to approach it? (Method)
3. What will I use as guidance? (Theories, term, concepts)
4. What do I work with? (Materials)
5. What am I expecting? (Working hypotheses)
The following model shows how these questions are connected. If one corner of the pentagon is
changed, if will likely influence the other corners.
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hope to find out?
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empirical data…
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Which theories and terms are
important to my topic and why?

In dependence on:
Grieshammer, Ella, et al. Zukunftsmodell Schreibberatung: Eine Anleitung zur Begleitung von Schreibenden im Studium. Hohengehren: Schneider Verlag, 2016.
Concept: Writing Centre of TU Dresden, 2016.
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